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Chapter 737
She was beaten, stepped on, and verbally abused. She didn’t have any tears.

She just wanted these people to go quickly, so she could go to the river to
wash and wash, and she didn’t want her father to know.

Dad’s illness is too serious. If he knows that she is being bullied outside,
Dad’s illness will be overwhelming.

However, she didn’t want to tell her father, but others told him.

Just as Suzi washed the dirt on his face and the feces on his head by the
small river and returned home, he heard his mother crying.

Suzi was shocked suddenly, and then ran into the house with his legs drawn.

When I entered the house, I saw that my father only had air intake, and he
was not venting anymore.

Seeing Suzi entering the house, his father suddenly opened his eyes again,
and he shouted weakly, “Suzi Suzi… Suzi Suzi… Dad… Dad’s sorry for you,



Dad can’t give it to you.” A good life, dad also drags you and your mother…
listen to what your father said, after father dies, let… your mother send you to
the big city, you look beautiful and study The grades are good, and you can
play the piano again. You can’t bury it here, listen to your father, and when
your father is dead, you will return with your mother…to Nancheng.”

Suzi shook his head: “Dad, don’t die, you can’t die, I won’t go to school in the
future, I will work to earn money, and I will earn medical expenses for you,
OK? Dad, you don’t want to die, I don’t want to be without a father…”

For a twelve-year-old child, the sky would fall without a father.

It’s okay even if Dad is lying on the hospital bed.

As long as she has a father, as long as a family of three can be together.

However, what made Suzi scared and made Suzi feel that the sky was falling
still happened.

Dad died that night.

With the humiliation of his life and the infinite nostalgia for his wife and
daughter, he died the night when Suzi was beaten by Xu Haili.

No one knows how much hate he has in his heart. Suzi and his mother saw it
clearly, but his father couldn’t catch his eyes.

After the father was buried, the mother and daughter were even more
helpless.

Suzi also seemed to have grown up overnight. She became more sensible
than before. She even told her mother firmly: “Let’s find Xu Haili’s family, and
we will sue them!”



My mother shook her head: “We are orphans and widows, and the family is
poor. What do we do to sue? Your father is dead, and your mother can’t let
you have any accidents. Your father is right. Mom should send you to the
university In the city, you shouldn’t live here. Mommy will start to do this now.”

This was also the beginning of Suzi being sent to the big city by his mother
and to Jarod’s house.

Suzi has never seen Jarod.

She didn’t know what was the relationship between her mother and Jarod.
She only knew that her mother entrusted her to Shen Er’s grandfather’s house
for a month. After a month, the mothers returned from Nancheng and took
Suzi away.

It was the last time that Suzi saw Xu Haili when taking a long-distance bus in
the county seat.

She and her mother are going to the provincial capital by long-distance bus,
and then take the train in the provincial capital.

And Xu Haili’s family traveled to the provincial capital.

There is a sharp contrast between the brightly dressed family and the two
mothers and daughters dressed like beggars. Xu Haili’s family still attacked
them personally at the bus station: “Thieves, kindly find you for a week, but
you have no rules and no quality. , Uneducated! Wild boy!”

Suzi wanted to work hard with them.

But she was hugged by her mother.

They did not take the same bus, because Xu Haili’s family took a special bus.



Since then, Suzi came to Nancheng and stayed at Jarod’s home. She never
saw Xu Haili again.

Fifteen years have passed since then, and now Xu Haili should be 30 years
old, right?

Suzi also looked at Xu Haili with a sneer: “Xu Haili, don’t come here all right.”

Chapter 738
Xu Haili shuddered inexplicably when she saw Suzi’s eyes suddenly become
sharper.

Then, she looked at Suzi with a contemptuous smile: “Your cousin Shen
Cuishan told me that you are back. I thought it was a fake. She told me that
you came back to the county seat to do that kind of business, saying that you
can do that kind of business all night. I didn’t believe it when I picked up
dozens of men.

However, I believe it now. It seems that you are too busy with business to
change your clothes. Wearing pajamas is easy to do, right?

Did you wear the primer inside? “

Suzi became calmer and calmer. She quietly asked, “Xu Haili, do we have any
grudges?”

In Suzi’s heart, she didn’t think she had an enemy with Xu Haili.

At least she didn’t think so before today.



Although his father was angry to death because of Xu’s family back then, Suzi
knew that his father’s physical condition would never get better. Even without
Xu Haili’s family, his father would not survive for half a year.

Not only that, Suzi never remembered the persecution of her by the Xu family.

Especially for Xu Haili.

Suzi felt that Xu Haili’s parents were vicious, but Xu Haili was still a
fourteen-year-old child.

Xu Haili was too young to be sensible.

So after so many years, if it were not for Xu Haili to remind Suzi today, Suzi
would never remember that she had exchanged families with Xu Haili for a
week.

But Xu Haili has never forgotten things that Suzi didn’t want to care about. I
think back then, she was a dignified lady who was actually compared to Suzi’s
beauty, Suzi’s long legs, and Suzi’s white skin.

Don’t look at Suzi wearing shoes with bare toes, wearing these patched
autumn pants, and wearing old-fashioned jackets, but Suzi still has an elegant
and western feeling of a little princess.

Because of this, Xu Haili was jealous of Suzi and the jealousy hate that she
couldn’t break Suzi!

I wish I could choke Suzi to death.

Later, she heard that when Suzi lived in her home, a guest actually regarded
Suzi as her.

Suzi can also play the piano!



These are making Xu Haili crazy.

She gathered up a lot of gangsters, went to Suzi’s school gate to encircle Suzi
and beat Suzi with a blue nose and swollen face, but Xu Haili still didn’t
understand her hatred. Back then, Xu Haili planned to break Suzi or kill him
directly, but unfortunately, Met by a teacher in Suzi School who is engaged in
physical education.

The physical education teacher has kung fu, he scolded the children who
bullied Suzi, and Xu Haili had to take her group of punks and ran away.

Also let Suzi escape.

Later, Xu Haili wanted to find another chance to attack Suzi again, but she did
not expect that Suzi was well protected by her neighbor’s second grandfather
and grandmother. Every day from school and after school, Suzi’s second
grandpa and grandmother pick up Suzi. , The old man and the old lady are
still holding a walking stick in her hand. Whoever dares to approach Suzi and
bully Suzi, the old man and the old lady will use the walking stick to beat
others.

Back then, Xu Haili never had a chance to attack Suzi.

Until Suzi went out of town with her mother, Xu Haili had no chance at all.

However, her hatred of Suzi has never been forgotten since she was 14 or 15
years old.

Xu Haili was not educated and skillful. She mingled with punks after
graduating from junior high school and had a baby, so she didn’t go to high
school or university.



Chapter 739
Fortunately, she has good connections.

Even after graduating from junior high school, she can get a good job in the
county. Not only that, she can also marry top students who have gone to
college.

She is still a nobleman in the county town.

There is a talented husband who is thriving in official career. Now he also has
a lovely son. The son is taken by his retired parents. Xu Haili and her husband
lead a very sweet two-person life, and their lives are very prosperous.

Not long ago, the husband was promoted again. He immediately became the
king of a place here, so Xu Haili was even more prominent in the county seat.

Many of her old classmates in the past, even those female classmates who
went to university and returned to work, may not be as good as her married,
nor may they have her status.

Therefore, Xu Haili is also used to arrogantly.

She had a female classmate who was a teacher in a high school in the county
seat. In front of her, Xu Haili was often reprimanded by Xu Haili for not being
like a teacher, but like a woman who betrayed her hue. Once, Xu Haili asked
the high school teacher to accompany a foreign merchant. , The high school
teacher was also very obedient.

Afterwards, the high school female teacher hadn’t put on her clothes, so Xu
Haili took an indecent picture. While kicking the female teacher with her feet,
she maliciously disliked: “A woman like you is still a teacher? You are a
chicken! A chicken! I will be on call to you in the future! Dare to come and see
if I take care of you! “



The female teacher had nothing but to obey, she didn’t dare to refute a word.

Seeing the female high school teacher kneeling naked in front of her like a
slave girl, Xu Haili felt even more that she was in this county, like a queen.

The biggest hatred in this queen’s heart is still that of Suzi more than ten
years ago.

Later, the queen discovered that Suzi was married in Nancheng, the country’s
largest trading metropolis.

Suzi actually married?

It’s so good to marry!

The fire of jealousy in Xu Haili’s heart is like a volcano, which can erupt at any
time.

At this moment, Xu Haili received a call from Shen Cuishan.

Don’t look at Shen Cuishan being a little bit shy in the small county town, but
to put it bluntly, Shen Cuishan is Xu Haili’s doglegs, what Xu Haili asks Shen
Cuishan to do, Shen Cuishan does.

Therefore, as long as there is some trouble in the county town, Shen Cuishan
will tell Xu Haili as soon as possible.

Early this morning, Shen Cuishan called Xu Haili: “Queen Xu, to tell you the
good news, that little ba5tard Suzi you have always hated, she has returned to
the county seat.”

Hearing this, Xu Haili stopped screaming: “Shen Cuishan! b!tch! Don’t you
want your dance hall anymore? You use Suzi to touch me at this time! You
know that Suzi is married so well, I It’s too late to see Suzi hiding now. Come
and tell me that Suzi is back?”



At the other end, Shen Cuishan was not angry. Instead, she reported the good
news in a tone: “Queen Xu, I know Suzi’s situation better than you. She is now
back alone. She used to sell in Nancheng. Those who married Nancheng The
news of the rich man is all false. She is just a shield. You think, how can the
wife of a really rich man show her face?

Today, I can show you the scene of Suzi being played by dozens of men
alone, and give you a bad breath, how about? “

“Good drop!” Xu Haili happily agreed.

She was still waiting for news from Xu Haili in the morning, but it didn’t take
long for her to receive a notice from her husband that she would attend a
dinner party this evening and that the county would receive an important
person.

For this important dinner, Xu Haili has been busy today. It is also beauty, body
care, and hair making.

And now, she is here for a banquet.

However, she never expected that she would meet Suzi here.

“Suzi, you are the biggest enemy of my life, look at how I clean up you today!”
Xu Haili looked at Suzi with a grim smile.

Chapter 740
Suzi said in a slightly sad tone: “Then how can Miss Xu deal with me?”

She didn’t want to hurt people.

In this county, only you know your husband’s temper.



Husband’s joy and anger are invisible, and that killer Guo will only consider in
his heart the city government, which is absolutely unobtrusive on the surface,
and that temperament that is so cruel that no one can match, only Suzi
knows.

So at this moment, Suzi looked at Xu Haili’s expression very calmly.

She doesn’t want to hurt people, but if someone is looking for death, she can
only shrug her shoulders innocently.

Xu Haili is about to take revenge, so Suzi has to take revenge even more.

When she was bullied in her childhood, her father died of shame and anger.
Her mother took her away from home. The thing that left Suzi most in the dark
was when Xu Haili’s mother slapped her and Xu Haili’s father kicked her.

Until now, Suzi’s chest occasionally still aches.

A twelve-year-old child, already malnourished, was kicked by an elderly man.

Who can stand it?

This hatred!

Well, Suzi must be reported!

She looked at Xu Haili calmly.

Xu Haili sneered, and was about to take out her mobile phone to call Shen
Cuishan. She did not call Shen Cuishan because she was busy doing beauty
treatments. Just as she was about to call Shen Cuishan, Xu Haili’s cell phone
rang. She clicked to see that her husband was calling, and immediately
connected: “Hello, Zhang Song?”



At the other end, the husband’s hastily voice: “Haili! Why haven’t you come
yet! Several important leaders have brought their wives here. It’s good for you,
but you won’t be here! Don’t forget, you’re not here today. Protagonist! No!
Come over to me right away!”

“Oh, my husband!” Xu Haili acted like a baby at her husband: “I am not the
protagonist today, I know, but are all the officials and wives who accompanied
me today who are more beautiful than me and younger than me? Who else
confuses you with my husband? This position is now. Although I am not a
heroine, I am also a proper second actress?”

“What are you talking about! Come here now!” Zhang relaxed and cursed his
mother.

A group of people sat here, watching the cold-faced Yama sitting in the most
important position of the box, without saying a word.

These escorts did not dare to say anything.

Hades occasionally interacted with his daughter.

The little girl is so beautiful, she is very easy to touch, and she is very
talkative.

In order to get close to the living Hades, the sitting people kicked their wives
under the foot one by one.

The ladies have been in the officialdom for a long time, and all of them are
exquisite. They scrambled to get close to the little princess.

“Little princess, how old are you this year?”

“Five-and-a-half years old.” Lilly said with his slick eyes.

“Hey, little princess, your hairstyle is so beautiful, who gave you it?”



Lilly thought for a while: “Well, a beautiful sister in the hotel stabbed me, and
that beautiful sister has a very good heart.”

“Wow, what is that pretty sister’s name? I’ll ask her to tie a braid like you later.”

Lilly thought for a while: “Um…she said she was called the lobby manager
sister.”

Chapter 741
The child is unintentional, but the people present are very smart, all human
beings. From the child’s tone, they can tell whether there is a woman next to
the living king.

If not, they will try to give this Hades a woman.

King of South City!

In Nancheng and Kyoto, there is an earthquake that can be stomped by a
stomping foot. If anyone can cheat on a big man like him, he might be able to
fly into the sky tomorrow.

Faced with such infatuation, Arron had no expression on his face and his face
was dull.

The person sitting, no one can guess what he is thinking?

They were very anxious.

Among them, the most anxious one is Zhang Song. The other ladies are here,
and they can get close to the little princess, but his wife is the only one.



This dead girl!

He usually has a long face, because he is beautiful, because he has wrists,
and because he is exquisite, it is a god assist for Zhang Song’s promotion, but
today, how can this woman not be there yet!

Zhang Song urged Xu Haili in the bathroom: “Do you know how honorable this
great person is today? If we cling to him, not only will we not have to cater to
this county town, but we can even skip the city and go directly to the provincial
town. Don’t you understand! Come here quickly, other people’s wives have
already gotten in touch with the little princess, and you will be too late if you
don’t come again!”

Hearing her husband’s urging, Xu Haili immediately said: “Okay, I’ll be here.”

At this moment, she really believed that she didn’t care about Suzi anymore.

However, she couldn’t let Suzi run away.

She wanted to go to the front desk to ask about which room Suzi was staying
in, so that she could let the front desk help to look at Suzi. Xu Haili originally
wanted to call Shen Cuishan and let Shen Cuishan to monitor Suzi, but now it
should not work. She has to get into the box right away.

Forget it, send a WeChat message to Shen Cuishan in the box.

Xu Haili thought this way, but when she hung up her husband’s phone line,
she found that Suzi was also taking a few steps in the direction she was going
to pass.

“Eh! What are you doing! You ba5tard! Do you dare to enter that kind of box?
Don’t you want to live anymore? Stop it for me!” Xu Haili ran forward and
grabbed Suzi.



She called the front desk loudly: “Waiter! Waiter! Come here and show me this
pheasant!”

Because Xu Haili’s voice was so loud, it was heard in the entire box, and
Zhang Song, who had just come out of the bathroom, immediately heard that
it was his wife’s voice, and he immediately came out of the box.

The boxes opened.

Sitting in the box, Arron saw Suzi who was grabbed by Xu Haili’s arm.

The man immediately got up and led Lilly to go out.

Good guys! Once the Living Hades left the table, who would dare to sit here?
They followed the emperor like ministers in ancient times.

At this time, Zhang Song had already come to his wife Xu Haili. Zhang Song
took a look at Suzi and said to Xu Haili: “Who is this woman, how did you
dress like this, why did you get involved with her again, what’s the matter? ?”

Xu Haili drew her freshly made hair, glanced at Arron, but did not dare to look
carefully, she asked her husband in a low voice, “Is this the big man?”

Zhang Song asked unpleasantly: “Who is this woman! If you don’t let her go,
is it going to anger the living Hades?”

Xu Haili smiled confidently: “I just want Suzi to make a fool of yourself in front
of this big man!”

If you speak, Xu Haili came to Arron: “Leader, you see, when you visit
Huixian, we should have created a good environment for you. No matter
where, there will be some rogues in high-end places. The reason why I am
today I’m late, just to know this woman, this woman is for sale, and she
doesn’t care at all. She wears pajamas and blatantly pulls men in such a



high-end hotel. You said how can I condone such things? I plan to treat this
woman. Send it…”

She was interrupted by Arron before she finished speaking. He asked very
calmly, “This lady, what do you say my wife is?”

Chapter 742
Xu Haili stared at Arron dumbfounded: “You…lead you…what did you say?”
She found that her tongue was curled, and she couldn’t straighten her tongue.

Arron repeated: “What did you just say that my wife is?”

“I…I…” Xu Haili stammered and dared not speak any more. She only looked
at her husband Zhang Song, and her husband was also frightened.

The same scared silly, there are those accomplices behind him.

Xu Haili turned to look at Suzi again, and then said to Arron:
“This…this…woman she…no…no, I mean. … I don’t know your wife… I’m
talking about… this woman, she has been stealing since she was twelve
years old… . She… later dropped out of school and went to the South. She…
has always been engaged in… selling… selling…”

“She is my wife.” Arron interrupted Xu Haili.

“Puff!” Xu Haili fell directly to the ground.

She didn’t know the man in front of her very well, but she had seen the official
blog of the Fu Group on Weibo. At that time, she had checked with Shen
Cuishan. Shen Cuishan told her that they were all gimmicks and deceiving
people. And now, looking at the man’s momentum and the crowd of important
people who accompany the man to dinner, Xu Haili has guessed that this man
is Arron.



And Suzi is really Arron’s wife.

The news from the official blog is not a gimmick, it is true.

There were big beads of sweat on Xu Haili’s forehead, and the sweat
moistened the hair she had just made. There were hair oil and hairspray on
the hair. Those things flowed on her face again, mixing with her delicate
makeup.

Within a few tens of seconds, Xu Haili’s face was spent.

There are very colored eyeshadows and sweat coming out of the corners of
the eyes, well, the standard female ghost.

The little bun Shen Wei was no stranger to such a scene, and only muttered:
“Dad, how come there are so many female ghosts in this world?”

Arron said gently: “Because your mother is so beautiful, even if your mother
wanders in this hall in her pajamas, it will attract a lot of jealous ghosts.” Lilly
likes others who praise her mother the most.

She immediately looked at her father with a sweet smile: “Dad, are you true?”

In fact, she thinks her mother is a bit unsightly, because her mother’s hair is
messy, she has no makeup, and she wears a little floral pajamas. She is at
best a pure little girl, not too beautiful.

Actually, it’s a little bit pretty.

Arron chuckled: “Little thing, I am your father and I still don’t know what you
think? In your eyes, your mother is the most beautiful, even if you wear a
small floral coat!

She is your mother, you are her mother! “



“Hehe.” Shen Only smiled sweetly: “Then what you said is true?”

“But what I said is indeed true! Your mother is indeed beautiful, otherwise, you
see, how come all the female ghosts who are jealous of her finding fault with
her, but there are no male ghosts?” Arron was serious about her daughter.
Explained.

The daughter nodded heavily: “My mother must be really beautiful, especially
beautiful, that’s why so many female ghosts are jealous of her.”

The father and daughter compliment Suzi with each other.

Suzi smiled gently on the opposite side, with a little apologetic smile: “When I
woke up, I saw that you and the only one weren’t by my side. We have a
family of three with Christopher. Let’s have dinner. Wherever there is so much
attention, I just… come down without changing my clothes.”

“Very beautiful.” The man praised his wife without hesitation.

“Specially beautiful!” Xiao Lennyzi did not hesitate to praise his mother.

Xu Haili slumped on the ground: “…”

She had never met Arron. But Xu Haili still knows about Arron’s character.
Arron from Nancheng kills Guojue and kills people like a numb, cold-hearted.


